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Grateful ackncnrledge•nt is made to the Jlanagement of the 
Veterana Administration Hospital, Providence, Rhode Island, 
tor their cooperat:lon and good. will. Particular t.tla.DQ are 
due to the persoMel in the< mBJ17 department. in which •-
terial for t.ilia the.ail wu gathered.. Without their generoua 
assistance, the stuqy would not have been poa•ible. 
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CHAPTER I 
Introductioa 
When our veterans enter the hoepital for treatm.ent, they bring with 
thea the constitutional and emotional baggage in which is packed all of the 
equipment life has issued to them. One and all, however, are provided with 
treatment in the Veterana Hospital on the basis of service to their country. 
Many would have been able to carry the usual burdens as lon as ditfi-
culties were not too great, but broke down when the stresses of life in the 
service piled up to reach their level of tolerance. others, adjusting more 
or less adequatel1 to experiences in the armed forces, could not tolerate t 
stresses encountered in civ~ lite. Still others sought hospitalization 
when organic damage struck them d.own. 
Some, because of ear:cy deprivations, had little opportunity for psycho-
logical growth through the incorporation into themselves of love, affection, 
and knowledge i'rom the human environment about them. Because of this laok 
of identitication with attitudes necessary for security to function aa adult 
I 
I 
individuals, personalities are found who are crippled in their goals of liv- 1 
ing. Other personalities were crippled in these goals. because of pbfeical 
impairlllent. Whether the patient is in the former category or 1n the latter, 
Veterans Hospital treatment ia geared to help the patient achieve maxima 
potential adJua~nt. 
The purpose of this study is to d'termine {l) what the _role of the so. 
cial worker is in the neuropsychiatric service of a ·veterana Adld-1istrat1on 
. . 
Hospital} ( 2) how the profp r,-;$lonal ·time and techniqu·a· of .:the case worker 
have been utilized in helping the neuropsychiatric patient achieve maximum 
--=--===== 
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potential adJustmentJ ( 3) wbat possibilitiea exist for further cue work 
service in the Neuropsychiatric Unit. 
The fl!bject is approached in two parts. In the first section five . 
cases will be studied to determine how the profe~sional time and techniques 
of the social worker were utilized in case work . si,tuations enool,Ultered in I 
the hospital setting, together with some of the results and limitations. 1· 
Sources of data includes background information given in the clinical record , 
or supplied by the p~sician; and is presented in the referral process. In 
all five of the cases additional social and peraonal history materiallf&s 
brought out during case work treatment. Each .case was evaluated by the 
case work supervisor f or effectiveness of techniques and movement. 
In the second section the total ward population ~ be studied to de-
te~ the composition of admissions, the extent of social service coverage 
with some of its problema, and untouched areas wherein there exists a po~:~si-
bility that social serrlce might help in the achievement of maximwa hospital 
benefita. 
Some limiting factor• in the study are apparent in that frequently 
there was no defined treatment. goal and social case work goals were del.i.n-
eated by the worker's diagnostic evaluation, that the inherent nature ot the 
subject of treatment of emotional breakdowna ia a difficult one, that 
chronicity of the problems, both emotional and peysical, often predestines a 
poor prognosis and finally that there is no opportunity for complete follow-
up of the analyzed cases to determine how effective the treatment was-
The five cases studied have been taken from the author's own exper-
iences from October, 1950 to Februar,y1 1951 on the Neuropsychiatric Service 
of the Veterans Administration Hospital, Providence. Rhode Island. The st 
---- -~=============================== 
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of the ward population will cover the first year of activation of the Neu .... 
ropsychiatric Senice in this hOspital from March 1, 1950 to February 281 
1951. Two hundred and two patients were hospitalized during this period. 
The philosop~ leading to the establishment of neuropsychiatric unite 
in Veterans Administration general hospitals with capacities of over one 
hUndred. beas, was . concerned with pro~iding the ne~opsychiatric patient with 
. . . . ' . . . ' 
care close to his home and with providing indicated psychiatric care £or the 
medical or surgical patient within those respective settings. 
Caref~ conducted statistical studies ot patien.ta admitted to 
general hospitals indicate that incidence ot initially ~cognized 
p•ychiatric disturbances and of intercurrent mental and emotiOD&l. 
disorders of clinical importance is upwardS of thirty per cent. 
A post operative patient who develops a transient psychosieJ a 
patient with pernicious anemia who begins to show paranoid ideaaJ 
toxic deliria of varying etiology, all create a major problem of 
management on the standard nursing unit, seriously disturb other 
patients; and monopoli~e the attent~on of the staff unskilled in 
the management of these complications to such an extent that all 
patient care suffers. In the absence of appropriate facilities 
for their care hospitalized patients who develop an intercur~nt 
psychosis promptly become the costliest patients on the ward. 
In cases of less severe psychiatriq disturbances the patient may remain 
on the medical or surgical ward with consultation provided by psyehiatri-
c~ trained personnel. 
General hospitals do not o!fer a definitive program of long time pay. 
cbiatric care. Veterans needing t.bis kind ot care are transferred to pre-
dominantly psychiatric installations. 
1. Dr .• Paul B. Magnuson,. Chief :Medical Director. Letter to Veterans 
Administration Hospital Manag~rs, July 29, 1949. 
----=--=--~~=====-=--=--=----====== 
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CHAPTER II 
The Setting 
The Veterans Administration Hospital in Providence, Rhode Island was 
erected in 1949 1 and the first patient passed through its portals on June 
the sixth of that year. The hospital ia not fully activated. as yet and 
the present bed capacity of .3.$4 will increase to 39.3 when full complement 
is reached. 
The hospital medical program is organized under four main services, 
Jiedical Service, Surgical Service, Neuropsychiatric Service and Phys ical 
Medical. Rehabilitation Service. Under the latter are organized Physical, 
Corrective and Occupational ~herapy. In addition there is a Dental Clinic, 
Laboratory Service; Radiological Service and Pharmacy Serrl.ce. Uso i'unc-
tioning in the treatment of the veteran patient are Nursine Service, Di eteti 
Service and Social Service. haoh service is responsible to a Chief of Pro-
teasional Service• who is, in turn, responsible to t he hospital Manager. 
Religious, library and recreation actiVities have a place in the treatment 
picture and are provided by the Special Services Division. Although direc 
responsible to the Manager, through the Assistant Manager, t his divis ion 
clears through the Chief of Professional Services for approv~ of patient 
programs. 
The Neuropsyc?iatrie Service. 
The open ne~opaychiatric ward of thirty~three beds was partiallT 
activated in March of 1950, with a limited admissions policy. The ward was 
fully activated on April f~st with a full complement of nuree1 and atten-
dants. 
- --=-=-~-=-=~-===-=-= 
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One neuropsychiatrist has been responsible !or treatment on the ward 
and f'or conaultation on other warda to those patients not serious)¥ enough 
disturbed to be tranGferred. Outside psychiatric and neurological consul-
ts.tion service is available to the hospital neuropsychiatrist, and there 
was an average of six such consultatio.na a month during the activated 
monthS in 19.50. 
In December of 1950 a clinical psychologist was added to the staff and 
has worked in close collaboration with social service. 
The Social Service Department. 
The Veterans Administration haa established Social Service 
functions, in the recogQition that effecUve medical care includes 
the trearuent of the social factors involved in illness and dis-· 
abUity. 
All in~patient veterans are eligible for case work service from the 
hospital .Social Service Statf. 
At the time of the writing of this thesis, the staff consisted of the 
chief social worker, two staff social workers , one student worker and a 
secretary • Social workers are assigned by ·wards a..YJ.d discharge their duties 
through a team work relationship with the physici.ans and other personnel co 
cerned with the treatment of the patient. 
The Social SerTiee Department was activated in November of 1949 with 
the arrival of the Chief Social Worker. The other two staff workers were 
added (to the stat.f) in F'ebruaey- and October ot 19$0. 
When the Neuropsychiatric Unit was activated, one 11orker ·was assigned to 
handle all the social service referrals. This worker ie also responsible for 
2. Veterans Administration Technical Bulletin 10!-198 August 1949, 
Par. 2. 
- ==---=-~ -~=-- -=-=== 
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the Surgical Service. One hundred per cent. coverage was requested but. could 
not 'oe provided because ot sta.t'.t' limitationa. Semi-weekly conferences were 
held from AprU .. June 19.$0. Durin& t.bis period Social Service pa.rt.icipatecl 
in the evaluation of the patients t . needs in the area of Social Serrlce acti- 1 
vity, and those cases which were ready for :referral for case work Sftnice 
were readilf recogni~ed. 
Social case work ie an art in which knowledge ot the science ot 
human relations and skill in relationship are used to mobili~e capa-
cities in the individual and resources in the community- appropriate 
for better adjustment between the client and all or any part of his 
total environment.3 
The physician, in recognizing that causes of emotional breakdowns are 
both environmental and internal, and that treatment of the patient must be 
carried out in both areas, has sought the contributions offered by profes-
sionals in related fields. The professional skills ill the hospi ta.l setting 
are, in the main, directly focused on the veteran hilllaelf. The skills of 
the social worker, however, might be said to be unique in tr~t they radiate 
I 
out and take cogniaa.nce a.lwayJ of the patient as he exists in his total sit- I 
. i 
uation. The social worker is tbe lite l ine to the environment to vmich he 
must inevitably return. The worker' s skUls must include unfaltering under-
standing of the interaction between the patient and the signilicant people 
in hia life. 
3. Swithun Bowers "The Nature and Definition of Social Case 
Work, ·Part III" 1 Journal of Social Case Work P 417 Volume XXX No. l01 Dec.l949 
- -=tf=-====;== 
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CHAPTER III 
Pre santa tion of Ca.ea 
PATIENT A 
A Case of Anxiety Reaction in which th Role of 
· the Case Worker was Mainl.y in t:t~e Area of Cue 
Work Activity ~~th the Patient Himself. 
Referral and Information from Refe~ Conference and(or Records. 
This thirty-two year old World War II Veteran was self referred to so ... 
cial Service for assistance with post-discharge plans after he bad been in 
the hospital for two months. 
'l'he patient had served in the armed forcee for three years, with two 
months of combat duty during which he broke dmm. He had been out of ser-
Vice f or five yeare. The diagnosis was anxiety reaction, service connected, 
for which the patient was :receiving fifty per cent disability compensation:. 
The current hospitalization had been his third since discharge. 
The pa. tient had reeei ved some individual and group therapy and maintainJ 
. I 
fairly consistent attendance at the Physiotherapy Clinic. for exercises. The I 
therapist in this department directed the treatment to tension :outlet activi- i 
ties and efforts 1.rere made to integrate the patient into the group. On his ! 
I 
ward he was quiet and cooperative in following routine, helped regularly with 
ward keeping and the f eeding of patients who could not help themselves. Sim-
ilal" good hospital .cadjus tment li'Ja.s noted in the rec·')rd of all hospitalizations I 
I 
including that during service. 
The patient l"'aS reared in a small town which, although active in summer, I 
was isolated for nine months of the year. He ~ as the second of five siblings I 
and attended school to the seventh grade. He had worked ae a laborer in 
fisheries. The patient was unmarried and had lived alone with his wid ed 
- -= ---=== 
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mother subsequent to discharge. He thought his mother was rather strict and 
inclined to nag ber i'a.mi.ly 1 anO. he pictured himselt as the responsible sib-
ling tor the past _ years. Ho ha4 thought or . leavillg h-but reared that I 
he would vroz·ry about his mothel''s care. It was felt that he had partial in-
sight into his condition, aJld the ward physician indicated that the patient 
could be discharged when a plan was completed. 
Social Service Treatment 
The patient related well to the case worker .from the beginning and eag-
erly brought forth hie feelings about hie home situation and hat precipitat~d 
I 
his nervous attacks. He had received sufficient psychotherapy to be able to I 
intellectualize his problem and stated that he knew he ZJhould strike out from 
I 
home and make a life for himself. He at once gave expression to gl'eat depe I 
dency on and hostUity toward his mother. Paranoid feelings were apparent 
inter-personal and familial relationships. The patient had given overt ~ 
pression to his hostile drives when under ~~e influence of alcohol and at t 
time of the 'r.riting was under a ~~eo year probation period for assault on a 
brother-in-law. He lived a. very secluded life and had no social contacts. 
The patient had been hospitalized for all but seven weeks of the past 
twelve months in two veterans administration hospitals, and had himself 1.n1,... 
tiated the requests for same. While in the hospital the patient did not 
communicate with his mother nor accept th~ customar.y week-end passes. 
It was felt that the veteran's most. acute emotional problema revo~vecl 
around his great dependency needs and lack of e~~ncipation from hie mother~ 
It was recognized that hospitalization was meeting these needs in part and 
that once relieved of environmental tensions and feeling the security of a 
hospital, he was able to fUnction satisfactorilY• 
~ -=--jj==-=-=-=-==--=--=----"7-- ~-===---=------- -'=--=- --=--
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This patient had not been able to meet his lite experiences as would 
· the average person of hie own age and background. He had. not ll ved in terDI8 
of actual realities bu·t rather in the realm of his own wishes, fantasies 
and fears. He had not been able to tolerate necessary temporary frustra-
tion and live hia lite in terms o.t' long time. values. Unfortunately there 
was little re-enforcement in the patient's en~onment. His widowed mother 
depended upon him, ·~ single sibling, £or support. He lacked education and 
his vocation was that o! a laborer. Since the patient was small of' stature 
th re was real question that, with increasing age , he could compete in this 
field. The prognosis for more adequate sociar adjustment was poor because 
of the town's punitive attitude toward probat.ioners. { 'l'he patient bad a 
record of tr~ee previous arrests for acts of aggression committed wren under 
the ini'luenoe of liquor.) 
The t r eatment goal lW.S to help this patient y;ithstand community stresse I 
and function in the community without the need f or hospitalization in the 
future. Goal directed activities centered around helping tr~ patient move 
f orward to leaving the environment in which he had broken down, vocational 
guidance vrlth possible employraent in a protected setting, and acceptance .of 
hospital discharge. The patient had verbali~ed his need~ in t hese areas. 
With the patient's appr oval, his mother was contacted through another 
agency to asc rtain bElr feelings about the situation. This was done after 
the fourth interview and a positive response was received f rom her• 
The patient willingly accepted referral i'or voca tional counsell.na, took 
aptitude tests, and 'i as referred to several. jobe. Resistance was sholm 
through the inappropriateness of his vocational aspirations. At this point 
the patient expressed a deaire to enter the Brotherhood. It was .felt that 
===ti==--- ==--.,.- ===========· --=- -' --=-=-- - =....--;:::::__- -== 
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this was an escape mechanism and this feeling was also entertained by his 
priest with whom the case was discussed. A Job opening was found in a de-
nominational hospital and present$d with an emphasis on the spiritual satis-
factio!Ua that he might derive from working in such a setti..'l'lg. The patient 
expressed satisfaction with 'the plan and an ~1terviewwas arranged for him. 
However 1 on the day of the interview he was unable to keep it. fuen the 
ward physitian advised the patient that he would be discharged upon cor1ple-
tion of dentures, tne patient became very withdrawn and seclusive and spent 
long hours in the librar.y perusing religious and philosophical books . He 
did not tell the physician when his dental work was completed. A few days 
later, when routine notification came through, the patient was discr..arged as 
having received maximum hospital benefits. 
Concurrent with the patient's discharge was that of an older veteran, 
a hemiplegia case, who was one of: the disabled cases to whom the patient had 
devoted much time. This man asked the veteran to work for him as a male 
nurse, for excellent remuneration. The patient accepted and, when last 
known, at three and one-hall' months after discharge, was still functioning 
in this capacit y. 
Summa!¥ 
The patient was self~re erred for assistance with post-discharge plans, 
and was seen in t1enty-three intervi~s. The patient had a service con-
nected disability for nenousness and had beert hospitalized t hree times sine 
dischg,rge 1 t.he· last two together totaling almost a consecutive year. The 
·patient made an excellent hospital adjustment and assisted in ward duties 
care of disabled patients. 'l'ension outlet and socialization activities were 
planned for the patient in the p~siotherapy clinic anct · the tr~rapist felt 
- === ~---:.___ -
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that response was excellent. 
The patient did not evidence many ego or environmental strengths,. and 
trea tment \Vas directed toward helping the veteran move forward out of the 
hospital to employment away from home. He Terbalized a desire in this direc 
tion. It wao felt trAt his most acute emotional problems were in the areas 
of dependency, immaturity and insecurity, and suppressed hostility. His 
neurosis was deep rooted and defenses fir:ml.y entrenched. Psychotherapy 
enabled him to intellectualize his problems. The patient said that he want-
ed vocational guidance and job referral, but as the relationship continued 
it became a pparent that tba veteran a ctually was not moving f orward at all 
toward. discharge and a job. He presented one obstacle afte.r another to the 
counselor, with whom he had a very poor relationship, aa valid reasons for 
not taking various jobs.. When faced with imminent discharge he expressed 
the des~~e t o retr~at to a relig~ous order. HOwever, when offered a job aa 
a male nurse he accept ed it, and did not r eturn to his owu home. He was kn 
to have been functioning success!~ enough on the job to have held it for 
bette~ than three months . 
In this case t he worker assumed the role o£ permissive and supporting 
mother and warmly showed respect and a pproval f or the contemplated break fro 
home. It was hoped that environment changes would enable the patient to 
w:i.thsta.nd community stresses. 
Psychological support covers such steps as the foll.owing a 
encouraging the client to talk freely and express his feelings 
about his situation; e.xpreaijing sympathetic understandini of 
the clientts feelings and acceptance of his behavior; i.ncti.ca-
tion of the case worker • a interest ill the client, his desire to 
help; expression of the v, orker•s confidence t.ha.t a way can be 
found to ~~prove the situation, confidence in the clientta abil-
1 ty to solve his d.ifficul ty • to make his own decisions; indica-
tion of the worker's respect for and approval of steps the client 
ll. 
---------
- -- - ---
baa taken or is planning where these attitudes are realist ically 
warranted. All these are designed to relieve anxiety and .teel-
inga o£ guilt, and to promote the client's confidence in his 
ability to handle his situation adequately. 
Also included in psychological support is the direct en-
couragement o.t attitudes t hat will enable the ctient to function 
more realistically as well as more comfortably• 
Dependency needs were supported but maturation encouraged when the pa-
tient denied t nat his mother's positive response to his l eaving home was 
real. 
The worker attempted alw~s to stay related to reality. The patient 
was helped to examine the fact that he had not contributed to the home dur-
_ ing his hospitalization and t hat his mother would actuallf be better of£ 
it he were working away from home and contributing a smaller but regular 
amount than he would contribute if living at home. 
While little movement took place in helping this patient to move £or-
ward out of the hospital on his ovm initiative, it was felt that the role 
which the worker played in the relationship help-ad him to make the break 
from home an actuality. 
4. Florence Hollis, The Techniques of Case ork1 Journal of Social 
Case Work, June 1949, Vol. XXX, No. 6, p. 237. 
=--= ~~~- -~~ 
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PATIENT B 
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A case of Tertiary Sypbilis with Central 
Nervous System InVolvement in Wbioh the Role 
of the Social Worker was in the Area ot 
Family Relationships. 
Referral and lnf'orma.tion from Referral conference and/or Recorda,. 
This t went y-f+ve year old World War II. veteran :was. referred to Social 
Service by a community welfare agency f or assistance with admittance to the 
hospital :for nervousness. He and his wife -were seen once prior to admissi 
and it was felt that the couple were seriously seeking treatment for the 
veteran. 
After admittance, with an admittance diagnosis of asthenic reaction, 
the patient was seen before a peysical examination had been made so that 
the patient himself supplied background informational material. Sub equent-
4 the physician reques ted a social histoey. 
The veteran. served in the Infantry in the E.'JO tor twenty-six monthll 
and lilced the B.!'DIT• He received. the PUrple Heart for a shrapnel wound to 
two fingers but suffered no impairment and did not tile for compensation. 
He had been out o:t service for five years. There had been no previous 
hospitalization since discharge~ 
The patient was illegitimate and l'lad been reared by his grandparents 
who he thought were hi1 parents until their death when he -.as fifteen. He 
. '. 
then lived with an aunt~_ He spent his boyhood in a small town and attendecl 
school untU the age of sixteen at which time he went to woxek driving a 
true~~ He entered the B.r'ley at eighteen and was mai'ried at twentyi'o~~ 
The veteran had suddenly become ill at woxek, five mont.hs before ad-
mission to the hospital. His collapse occurred eight days prior to the 
1 
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birth of bi8 only child. He bad been steadiq employed by an automobil.e 
agency. at first delivering parts by motorcycle anci later undercoating new 
cars. The patient. who waa very apathetic at. this point~ was cooperative 
on b1a Ward £rom the beg~, 'Remiseion ot symptoma occurred. upon bos-
pitall:iation. 
Social S8l"'Yice Treatment 
The patient re•ponded nth warmth to the worker•s f:ri~ approach 
but showed resistance and bloQld,ng when senaiti'Ye areas of early deprivati 
w:re touched upon. He displqed great affection for his wile and sea.cl to 
have fo'Wid real security and love in his marriage. He d.id. not bring out 
material about the ve.nereal infection incurred while in service overseas• 
During his wife •s pregnancy the patient had suffered nausea and mornillg sick 
nesa. There was evidence of ambivalence toward bU child and the worker's 
impression was that of a fat.twr who resented his child. 
When the diagnosis ot tertiary sypbilia wu established the patient 
was put on penicillin therapy and week-end passes 111, thdrawn. There was no 
treatment in the Department of Pbysical Medicine~ Social Servic treatmen-t# 
became goal directed toward learning what the implication of the disease 
meant to the fami.J¥ and helping tn.m w worlc through the problema which 
these findingt presented. It was evident that the worker'• first illprea-
siona of a rejecting fatber were not valid., 
Veneral diseases unquastionabq arouse more hostUity and 
guilt than moat other illnesses. Social condemnation and stig-
ma , are · nearq a.lwqe attached to persons who have become infected. 
because venereal disease i• ueuall;y contracted through sex rela-
tione• the disease reactivates l.Ulresolved sexual conflicts and 
their deriTativea of shame and expectation ~ punishment. If 
the patient becomee infected through contact With a prostitute, 
a pick-up acquaintance, or as a result ot an extra ma.ri tal at-· 
fair, his guilt is likely to be intensified. 1£ the patient 
-- - -=-=:::=:- -====---
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infects someone else, espec1al.ly someone in his ta.m:Uy, he again 
is filled with self blame ••••• sometimes a pen-on who baa been 
happily married for a number of years discovers that an inade-
quately treated old infection has progressed to the point ot 
organic involvement ••• • •••• The ma.ri tal partner . ot tr£ infected 
person~ whether or not he also becomes Wected, usually needs S 
help _in handling his reactions on learning about the condition. 
When the patient recognized that the worker did not regard him as a 
lesser person and that his weakened capacity to meet :the demands of living 
did not detract from his dignity ae a human being, he was able to bring 
out his feelings about hia illness, His hostilities were directed toward 
the girl from nwhom he knew' he got it11 and the inadequate treatment he had 
received. .H1a guilt was in the area ot hil$ child . and he was able to say 
that be bad alw~s teared that the disease might lie dormant and appear in 
an ottapring, and that the pregnanq- was accidental since he bad planned 
never to have chlld.re!l~ . 
At this point the wife -was c;ll'awn into treatment. 
The veteran's ldfe was a warm and lo;yal woman who, although onlJ' 
twenty years old, showed maturity beyond her year·s. The patient had told 
his_ wife about having had syphilis and she, too, had had Dllill¥ fears about. 
the .hereditary .factor; but each had kept hie tears to himself. The diagno-
sis did not come as a great sul"Prise to either the veteran or his 'Wite• but 
rather seemed. a corroboration of what they had feared .for so long. Hie wife 
said_. . "that he had never had a break"" In addition to her .teare around the 
possible future appearance in the child the wife was very frightened. about 
the future course of the in'V'olvement. She had great anxiety around tbe 
S. Frances Upham., A Pi;!!m!c Approach to Illness, PP 147-48. 
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evidences of organ impairment. The worker plalined and accompanied her to 
an interview with the ward p.qysician in which she received· some reas&urance 
in the areas of a future recunoenee in her husband and. the impossibility ot 
fetus infection whe~ the mother is non-infectioue. She availed herself of 
clinic referral for further re~su.ranee through a serology on the cbild• 
Anticipated vocational help waa not needed since it transpired that 
the veteran • s job woul(l be changed to meet his lim1 ta tiona brought about 
by organic damage. 
There ~as a favorable prognoaie for this couple ' s post hoapital adjus 
ment since there were both ego and environmental strengths . The veteran' a i 
ego strengths were manifested in his previous adjustment and his environmen-
tal strengths in his secure marriage. 
The case wa.s referred to Social Service by a community agency for assis
1 
tance wit . .-'1 hospital admittance. The veteran Vias seen in nine intervie s, I 
and the wif'e in seven. A Psychiatric Social History was completed with bot 1 
the veteran and his Yd!e suppl.fing the information. The patient related 
well to the hospital with a cessation of anxiety symptoms upon admission. 
A peysical exam·ination divulged tertiary syphilis with central nervous sya-
tem involvement as a result of an infection incu.rred overseaa before hia 
marria e, for which he had received treatment whi.l.e in service. 
The !etera.n's wii'e, although young, proved to be a warm, accept:Ulg 
woman and the couple's good relationahip ms not seriously daJua.ged by the 
traumatic reali.Z!ation of his irreversible phy'sical impairment. o• ever, 
they both .had ~ fears about the weU being of their baby • future ·recur-
rence of the disease and se>Qia.l stigDI&. They were helped in these area.a by 
16. 
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more scientific in!orma.tion and referral to a pediatrics clinic. The wile 
displayed great understanding and sympa.tey for her husband's childhood 
deprivations and illegitimacy which were areas of s nsitivity to the patien 
hiJIBelf. Both husband and wife had kept their fears secret from the other. I 
OUtside contacts were initiated by the worker which revolved around 
problems the wife brought out in the areas of management without her hus-
band. No difficulty developed in the field of the veteran's vocation be-
cause job adjustment -was promised. The patient was discharged at the end 
of fi..fty-seven da.ye ot hospita.l.Uation. He ha.d had one series of penicill 
therapy. A post discharge check revealed that the veteran returned to work 
and that fears for the child had been allayed, with the wife verbalizing 
this by s~ing, "I a.in' t worryin' no more" • 
Acceptance of this oouple in. their partic~\lar ai tuation enabled. thea 
to bring out their fears with subsequent release of tensions, and a.l.l..ond 
for mobil.izati.on of their inherent strengtha~ 
Within the case work relationship tbe techniques of support brought 
out in the case of patient A enabled the veteran and his wife to move for-
ward out of the paralyzing situation to which hiS crippling disease had 
brought them. The worker 's acceptance of them was particular:zy significant, 
for to them the worker figure represented s oc_iety. There were ego and en-
vironment strengths, temporarily crippled• which the worker helped the 
couple to mobilize in their planning for the fu.ture. Jfedication for t.he 
ph1sical condition and social case work were the order~ restoratives in 
this case situation. 
.17. 
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PATIENT C 
A Psychosomatic case in Which the Role of the Caee 
Worker Was in the Area of Clarification of Emotional 
Difficulties and ssistance with Out-Patient Referral. 
cerative colitis, ith emotic~>nal depression, non serrtce connected. There ' 
I 
had been no previous hospitalization. After ten days o:l study on dical I 
Service he was transferred to the Psychiatric ward becaus e it was felt that 1 
I 
his illness was psychogenic in origin. He was on a strict medical regime 
with medication and diet. The patient, in addition, bad some group p:!=lycho-
therapy but found it an ~tolerable experience and was excused from further I 
participation. He was scrupulous 1n hio oonform:i.V to hospital routine a.nd l1 
regulations. i 
I" hen ·t,he patient was sixteen years of age1. his father suffered a heart j 
. I 
attack an as compelled to give up regular work. The patient left school 11 
and rent to ork a~ 11a printer 1 s dev:i.l11 in a printing shop in t.be small. j ' 
in which his family resided~, The patient was the second of three siblings , 
- ~, 
brothers , one older and single who left home and did not contribute, and o 
younger who had married and had a family to support. T~~ patient had a 
The 
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patient had never worked el.&ewhere than in the sbop into which he bad gOM 
as an apprentice and. he had the promis• of job security- there for the rest. 
Social Service Treatment 
. . 
. The beginning focus was on material for the. psychiatrist. Tb.e patient. 
found the opening case work interview ~ painful experience and evidence<l a 
~.,ood de$.1 of concealed hostil~ty and resistance by pained mof.w yllabic re-
plies. It seemed evid•nt that ati'irst he related it to the authority of 
hospital administration. The same blocking and reeistance bad been present 
in his oiiher hospital contacts. The patient appeared. to be an extremely 
sensitive, overconscientious; passive individual of limited ambition, lack-
ing in _aggression. 
The wo~ker adopted a very pe~ssive rola and recogni~ed with the pa.. 
t.ient that it must. have been prett~ difficult for him ma.ny times, and that 
sometimes he might have felt bitter about having ·ooen cheated out of things 
I 
because of all of tbe responsibilities be had been obliged. to assume whan 
his tatb.er beo&m411 ill. With this recognition that certain attitude and reo. 
pressed feelings were normal the ~tient related well and spontaneous]¥ 
' brought out material not expressed 1 formerly. He v~-as able to bring out some 
of his repressed hostility toward his father and alleviate some of his guilt 
His £ather ha_d had several attacks when 11he was supposed to die" but had 
):"eo overed. 
l 
. As has been described• the p~siological basis of such emo-
tionally colored diarrhea is the chronic eJCCitation of the peria-
taltic activity ot the bowel bY way of the parasympathetic system. 
the tendencies toward giving and accomplishing arise ae over-
compensations for strong receptive and taking tendencies. These 
tendencies when repressed and prevented £~om voluntar.y expression 
teem to have a specific influence on bowel £unction. In addition 
-~------
to the giving and accomplishing tendencies described, hostile 
impulses are felt by t.be patient and contribute to the develoP-
ment of guilt .feelings. The wish for 1stitution here also may 
have a direct effect on the intestines • 
Sooial Service treatment now beca.JDe goal d.U"ected. toward helping this 
patient find the help he needed in order to function more comfortabq in 
. . 
environment, in which there would be no change unless the changes took plac 
in the veteran's own emotional responses to his environment. Since dischar 
was imminent, it seemed practical to explore out-patient referral to a 
psychosomatic clinic. Goal directed activities centered around finding out 
how the patient felt about the emotional components and organ damag in his 
ulcerative colitiS. 
Although extreme~ sensitive and somewhat hostile about transfer from 
medical to psychiatric service the patient verbalized that he had fe.lt 
tor tJ.1e past few episodes that l'lis trouble was emotional. He was not con-
cerned about organ damage and did not mind living on a diet. He was, how-
ever, extremely fearful of another attack and eagerly accepted suggestions 
o£ out-patient referral saying that t•it would give me something to lean on" 
Referral was then made to such a clinic in a city about thirty miles from 
the veteran's home. The referral was made with the approval of the neuro-
psyclrl.atrist. 
Ego strengths were manitested in the patient ' s acceptance of neeQ for 
help and following through on it, his ability to fora and use a relation-
ship with Social Service and his ability to accept and live within the 
reality of his pl\Ysical impairment and the limitations it wou1d impose upon 
him. He lacked ego strength in the area of a normal amount of aggression 
6. Flanders Dunbar M. D. Synopsis of Psychosomatic Diagnos:ts & 
T:rea tment 1 P. 104. · 
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and ability to be independent. There ·was evidence of this in one episode 
which took place when he partook of some food a ward mate offered rather 
than offend by refusing. He kne1 that he would. be ill but the otrer patien 
was aggressive in offering the gift. He was encouraged to assert tis own 
desires . 
, .. 
A poor father relationship undermined environmental strengths. There 
was adequate social and vocational adjustment. 
summa.rz 
The case was . referred to Social Service by the neuropsychiatrist for a 1 
social history shortly before discharge and the patient was seen in four 
interviews. 
I 
This ulcerative colitis patient was first admitted to Medical Service I' 
but after study was transferred to the neuropsychiatric ward because it was 
felt t hat his illness was psychogenic in ori gin. The transfer "~ as an area I 
of sensitivity with the patient. 
The patient left school at sateen years of age and went to work to 
help his family when his father gave up wor king because of heart troubl e . 
He l earned the printing trade by the apprenticeship method. His first 
attack of colitis occurred soon after he had assumed this responsibl e role 
1n his youth. Intermittent attacks over the years culminated in the last 
severe one for which he was hospitalized seventy-seven days. The patient 
had not married- feeling that he could not afford to. 
The veteran gave evidence of being an extremely sensitive. over-con-
scientious, passive individual, lacldr_!.g in ambition and agression. He ~ 1 
. . II 
perienced difficulty in speaking ab011 ~ · ..;.,rea,s where feeling es involved and 1 
21. 
~""'!<~_~ beginning relationship ld.th the case worker extrernel;v difficult._J ~-~~ -~ 
He evidenced much repressed hostility toward his f ather and guilt teelinga 
in this area. 
The worker attempted to use ever.y opportunity to help in the productio 
of material by being permissiYe er..d ~T.;:gesting that certain attitudes and 
repressed feelings we1-e normal. After recognition with the patient of some 
of the feelings he must have had around l ife experiences , he related ¥<-ell 
and spontaneously 1 brought out hitherto unexpressed material and moved for-
ward to accept out-patient planning. 
A post-discharge report revealed that the patient vm.s attending clinic 
on a regular weekly appointment basis , and in the joint judgment of medical 
doctor and psychiatrist was doing fairly weU . 
1 iithin the framework of the case work relationship the techniques of 
support and acceptance as brought out in the cases of patients A an B ere 
utilised; but the most movement was attained b.1 the worker ' s permissiveness. 
For .the first time the veteran. did not have to fence in his hostility and 
guilt b,y repression. He felt free to reveal his feelings and have tr~m 
accepted as normal. In the revelation process and discussion of his ill• 
ness there was some modified clarification of emotional difficulties . ove-
ment would indicate that the case work r l ationship was a positive exper-
ience for the patient and that he. ~as able to use Social S rvice. 
22. 
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PATIENT D 
A Hemiplegia case in vVhich the Rol e of the Social 
·Worker Was in the Area o£ Supportive 'I'reatment and 
Post Discharge Planning. 
Referr 1 and Information from .t eferral Coni'erence and/or ecords . 
This fifty-eight year old ~ orl d 1/"ar I veteran was referred to Social 
Service three weeks after admission by the Commander of a service organ:lza.-
tion who had assisted the patient ' s fam.iJ¥ with hospital admission. Con-
ference with the ward pb;ysiciau indicated a need for Social Service in 
supportive trea.~nent and post discbar e planning when the patient would hav 
attained ~ hospital ben fits . 
The veteran served in the a.r.!l\Y for nineteen months , sa; combat but was 
not wounded, and has ~en out of s ervice thirty-one years. There as no 
service connected disability nor previous hospitalization. 
The patient was admitted as a stretcher case four months after he had 
suffered a ·cerebral thrombosis and the diagnosis was arteriosclerosis , cere 
bral with thrombosis , manifested by lateral left hemiplegia and non-psycho-
tic reaction. 
Corrective therapy for muscle rejuvenation was started in Peysical 
icine Rehabilitation Service and 1as sustained throughout his hospital stay. 
The patient had responded well to the corrective therapy regime and ai'ter 
months in tbe hospital had become ambulatory with the aid of a cane . 
however, been worried• unhappy, and depressed and wished to take to his bed, 
~here be f'elt he got his only relief from somatic symptoms. He follow d thel 
doctor ' s orders to stay up only with a gr eat. deal of urging and a little 
kindly authority on the part of the ~-..: •. td ~raonnel1 apparently in erpreting 
treatment as punishment. He had verbali~ed feelings tr~t - his fa~ had 
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deserted. him and were interested only in his money. They visited only in.-
frequently. 
The patient was the youngeet of nine siblings and had lived in a manu-
facturing city with the oldest sibling, a seventy-one year old unmarried 
sister. This sister had kept house for the younger children after the 
death of their parents, when the patient was fourteen. He bad not married. 
The patient attended school to the sixth grade and then went to work in a 
machine shop and had a good employment record. Subsequent to his shock 
ba had filed for permanent and total non-service connected disability- com-
pensation. His claim had been adjudicated favorabq because the prognosis 
was guarded and it was considered doubtf'ul that he could be rehabilitated 
to the point of returning to his trade. ·r his compensation of sixty dollars 
a month was the veteran's only income. 
Social serrt.ce Treatment 
The trea'I:Dent goall in this case were eatablilhment of a relationahip 
with the patient to the end that Social Service could assist h1a with post 
discharge plana when be would bave received max;:lmnm hospital. benetite and 
the betterment or familial relationships. Goal directed activities includ-
ed support and friendq encouragement in very frequent 1VUd mi ta to the 
patient and repetitive interpretation of the patient's needs and Ulneas to 
his ta.mil.y •. 
Tbe !amil1 had found the patient's illness an almost intolerable burd 
during the !our months prior to hospitalization when he was a bed patient a 
home• and his elderl¥ sister was at the point o! collapse when he was ad-
mitted to the hospital because of the IDa.ny demands he had made upon her. 
'J:hey tound bia iraecibU~~Y' ~-~~~ency- demands hard to take because _j T--=-=--- -
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there had not been a close family relationship. The patient had been a 
hea-vy drinker, free with his money, who frequen1;4r was irregular with his 
househo~d contribution. Unknown to the patient, other members of the fami• 
Jy made financial contributions to his sister. The patient was a. good me-
chanic and the boss a family f _riend, so be waa kept on his job in spite ot 
quite frequent absenteeism because of drunkenness. HiS way of li vi.ng had 
been a source of great distress to his fa.mi.J¥ vrho, although seeing tbe 
patient only once or twice a year, had maintained contact through tbe eldea j 
sister. Subsequent to hospitalization this si8t4tl' broke up 'the home she an 
the patient had shared and went to live with .a married $ister, 
In. spite of the negatives in the situation the fa.IJ~il¥ ;responded to the 
patient's needs and be ·an to visit regularly. If neither ot his sisters 
could make the trip, a niece or a nephew substituted for them so that the 
patient had visitors at least once . but more often twice a week. These 
Visits were most meaningful to him, but he was unable to conve7 this to his . 
relatives and the visits were distaatetuJ. to them because of the patient's I 
. I 
petulance and irritabUity. T~ worker was in a position to convey their I 
meaningfulness to the relatives a.:n.d encourage and support their regularity. I 
The patient showed considerable variation of mood, at one time saying that 
his sister as very wondertul and had been like a mother to him, and the 
next stating that she did not love him or she wou1d make a home for b:1.m, 
T.be worbr encouraged the patient 's positive feel:ings and l"easeured him of 
. . 
hiss 1ster•s love and tried., within the limitations imposed by his disabUit , 
to help him accept the reality of her poor health as sufficient reason to 
close their ho~. 1·then the patient verbalized his fears about post hospital! 
arrangements. he was given confidence that he1 Social Service, and his !ami-
25. 
l¥ would plan together when the time came. 
The worker held several conferences witn his therapist in corrective 
Therapy and goals and progress were discussed. The veteran ·received a to-
tal of 120 corrective therapy treatments. Day by day encouragement to the 
patient to help himsel.f was provided by nursing stafi' and attendants. In 
addition to professional help, ~ of the younge~ pat~ents proffered chee~ 
.ful counsel. 
The patient had come out ot his deep depression following his surprise 
birthday party during whiob he sat eating cake ~4 crying into his punch. 
He then emerged as a person and began to be aware of something outside of 
himself. Although he continued to be discouraged and lllUlted a miracle to 
restore the use of hie at"Ia, he did not remail). ~pressed for a.rry length of 
time. A lower leg brace was provided and the patient taught to ambulate 
'• 
with it. 
When ms:dnntm hospital ben fits were &ttained1 every eftort was made by 
the -worker to proclU"e a comfol'table boarding hOllle for the patient, but not 
:Lng could. be !ound which the patient could meet financially. Every subsi-
dized home in the state was full and had a waiting list. This left only t 
Veterans t Home, which was not thought to be the most de~irable plan, since 
there would not be the staff to provide supportive treatment and lack ot 
apace necessitated a crowded ward living plJul. Durin8 hospitalization the 
patient had been moved into a private room beoa'USe he could not adjuat to a 
four bed ward~ Inaccessibility of t.ha Vetera.ru~• Home would not permit :rre-
quent family viSits a..'"ld it was .teared that the patient would regress and 
benei'its ot hospitaliaation .t'orfeited..-~ 'l'his thinld.ng was s hared with the 
!am:ily and a good deal o£ anxiety -was engendered. His sister expressed a 
26. 
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I d.esin to re-establish a home later, but it was speculated that she was mot 
vated by mixed feelings of guilt about her brother and desire for her ow.n 
establishment. Operating within the reality situation the Veterans• Home w: 
discussed with the patient. The plan was acceptable to him and to the neu-
ropsychiatrist, and application for entrance was made on his behalf. At the 
time of the writing the patient had had one hundred and ninety-three days ot 
hospitalization and discharge was planned for approximately the two lmD-
dredth day. 
The patient received much false reassurance about the love~ place to 
which he was going. The workeJ" diluted this by discussing the physical set-
up of the home and preparing the patient for the changes he would encounter. I 
SllJI!Il&!Z 
Thie Wo:"ld War I hemiplegia patient was referred to Social Service for 
supportive treatment and post hospital planning. He had been admitted to 
the hospital as a stretcher case after four month& as a bed patient at home. 
Prior to illness the patient had been employed as a machinist and resided 
with a seventy-one year old unmarried sister who was the oldest sibling. 
The patient was the youngest. There had been problems in the area of drink-
ing and all but the oldest sister had rejected the patient for many years. 
The veteran was a difficult, unhappy and depressed patient who felt 
that his family had abandoned him to the hospital. One hundred and twenty-
corrective therapy treatments were provided and he became ambulator.f• 
Supportive emotional treatment was prov~ded byward personnel and case work-
er who, through interpretation of his needs, brought the patient's fa.mi.q 
into the treatment picture. The case worker had a total of ninety-eight 
contacts with the patient and his famiJ.¥. When maximum hospital benefits 
I 
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had been attained the only possible plan for custodial care was worked out 
with the patient and his family and the patient prepared for the physical 
differences in the home to which he was going. 
Within the case work relationship the worker's greatest contribution 
was in the area of environmental manipulation through helping the patient's 
reluctant family to recognize and act upon his need for them by regular 
visits~ The techniques utilized in forming a relationship with the patient 
were f riendly, warm interest in frequent visits, encouragement, recognition 
of the reality of his bad situation; recognizing his dependency and securi-. 
ty needs the worker was scrupulously consistent and honest with the patient. 
Out of the slow process evolved enough security that the patient could par-
ticipate in post discharge plans for living outside of a home of his own. 
case work goals must necessarilf be limited in neurological cases where 
irreversible changes have taken place and ego strengths lost. Strong sup-
portive treatment and environmental manipulation are usually indicated • 
.. ·-·- -- --- - . - - -
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PATIEllT E 
I 
II 
An Ulcer case Carried Jointly by Two Workers in ·~ hich the Role of 
One Worker Was in Direct Treatment of the Veteran's Emotional Pro-
blems and the Role o! the Second Worker Was in the Area of MobU-
izing Environmental Strengths Through Work nth the Veterans •s Wife. 
Referral and Information from Referral Conference and/or Recorda 
I ~ 
This twenty-seven year old World War II veteran was self referred to 
Social Service seven days after admittance to the hospital, with a request 
for help with financial problems. 
The patient served state-side in the a:rmed forces for tv1enty-one 
months before discharge with a service connected disability of ulcers which 
were adjudicated as twenty per cent disabling~ He has been out of service 
seven years. There had been previous out-patient treatment for his dis-
ability. 
The background picture is cloud¥• The patient never knew hie mother. 
He was a vward of the State but did not know why • In childhood he had been 
in an institution and many foster homes. He knew his father but had him 
detached and could not express any feelings in the area of his parents. 
Positive feelings were expressed toward his last foster parents, a farm 
family, with whom he has maintained contact. From this home he joined the 
ccc~ A short period of factory work followed and then enlistment at nine-
teen. He -experienced difficulty rl th his c.o. and suffered somatic symp-
toms. Subsequent to sernce r£ worked in different ·parts of the country, 
finai.ly sett.l :. .• c.. -·- t.:i.s present locale and marrying • . The patient has two 
cbildren, ages four and two. He was strongly motivated to give hie famil¥ 
everything which he had lacked, and placing great value on money, worked at 
two jobs simult.aneous]¥. 
The patient had been enroute home from a week 's stay in a civilian 
~ ~-----· --- .==~==-="------ =====-=-=~==--==~-= - -
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hospital which he had left against medical advice, had blacked out and waa 
admitted on an emergency basis to the veterans 1 hospital. The admittance 
diagnosis was conversion hysteria. He had been in treatment for a G.I. upse • 
Social Service Trea-nt 
In the beginning relat.ionship the patient displayed tremendous anxiety-. 
and although he had focused his request for help on .financial matters the 
worker1 s s.r.mpathetic underBtanding enabled him to bring out Pis fear and 
rejection of the hospital and its psychiatric -wai"dl and the trauma of having j 
come out of his blackout to find himselt' t:t~re. He was planning ·to leave I 
a gainst medical advice. 
The immediate treatment goal became sharply defined and -was directed 
toward helping tl~ patient accept hospitalization. Goal directed activities 
included exploration of medical and surgical plans. Some strengths had been 
manifested in his coming to Social Service. The worker learned that surgi-
cal service did not consider surgery indicated, but that a medical study was 
I 
planned.. The patient relaxed when he leamed that he was to be. treated as 
an ulcer patient and was now seen without external anxiety- symptoJDB. ':i'he 
worker held bedside interviews ·vo1hile the patient was on bed regime. The 
focus came off the financial matters. 
The typical conflict noted (in persons developing ulcers) was 
between the wish to remain in the dependent 1nt:antlle situation 
and pride and aspiration for independence, accomplishment and self-
sufficiency. The difficulty, therefore, expressed in other terms, 
revolves around the desire to be loved and cared for, and the re-
jection of this desire by t he adult ego ••••• The more the patient 
strives for independence and to assume responsibility-, the stronger 
is his unconscious desire for childhood satisfactions. This constant-
ly increasing repressed longing is the unconscious psychological fac-
tor directly corme.cted with the organic procese~ea which may lead to 
30 • 
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I 
ulceration o! the stomach or favor t~e development of ulcer when 
other !actors are brought into play. 
-J-=== 
I 
I 
The W<lrkel''o treatment at thia point was to accept the patient•• de- I 
pendency needs and give him love, but at the same time to encourage and sup.. ; 
port his grown-up side. As the r elationship continued the patient brou~ht I 
out his feel.ings abo"U;t his· vdf'e•s dependency and his hostUity in this area. 
Vthen it was suggested that his wife should come into treatment the patient 
evidenced resistance by sa-.fing that she wou.l.d be mute and never had been 
able to talk as he did. This was w·orked through by recognition with the 
patient that a man's problema are his i'Elllliq1s, particularly bia wite•s, and 
that to draw in the wife could be helpful. The picture was of tw:> dep6Ild&nt 
I 
persona in competition, and. in order not to jeopa.rdi~e the good relationship 
of the patient to his worker and activate the competitive situation, a sa-
husband's illness and the special regime that he must follow. Goal directed 
activities centered around a dietary conference with one of the hospital 
dieticians . (It had been noted in the patient's clird.cal record that he had 
strongly rebelled against the ulcer diet ) • 
The veteran ' s wU'e proved to be a stout childish woman of t enty-five 
who was extremely slovenly. This was in s harp contrast to her husband ' s I 
I imma.culateness. It developed that part of her d.epelldency was due to intel- I 
lectual retardation. She had always been protected by the raale fig~e~ in j 
. ,[ 
her life. There was strength, however, hich was manll'ested in tl~ depth of ! 
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I her feeling for her husband, home, and children. She was able to understand I 
I 
I and accept the need for special diet. She bad alwayp made the dishes he 
bad asked for, one of which wa.s frequently mince pie, even ·though she· had 
thought it might not be good for hila. 
The Wife related well to her case worker. Although the focus was pri-
Jmarily directed ·ooward what she could do to help rer husband, it -was a new 
experience for her to be accepted as a person in her own right ~1d one res-
ponsible enough to be oi' .help. A conference with a hospital dietician was 
arranged for. The worker accotnpanied her to the conference ut was able to 
withdraw from the conversation almost immediately because she quickly re-
lated to the dietician and her questions tumbled out in a lively fashion. 
The dietician wrote out many suggestions to supplement the standard instruc-
tions and these the wife carried off' in reverent fashion• 
antime the patient's worker was active in helping him to think in 
terms of the imm:i.nent disc.harge which as medicall¥ indicated. · -ith the 
alleviation of pressures the veteran had made an excellent adjustment and 
subsequent to bed regime had been extremely helpful in his ard. lie atten-
ded some group therapy sessioru~ and brought the material back to sr.a.re :'lith 
his worker. He had been fascinated ~Y a discussion of conversion hysteria 
and the worker used some · clarification as they discussed the fact that medi-
cine had bot helped him. The worker goal directed her activity in this area 
toward referral to the mental hygiene out-patient clinic which the patient 
moved forward to accept. The worker recognized that it would have been in-
\ toler~ble. for this s.triving individual to return to his community jobless, 
so early in the case work contacts vocational counseling bad been proffered 
and accepted. ~ hen ready for discharge the veteran had a job. 
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Because the wife needed strong supportive treatment and he case work 
activity, geared to her slow pace, would be a longer process than the hos-
pital worker could handle on an out-patient basis, it was suggested that 
she also might be referred. .She accepted, and at the time o~ the writing 
of this thesis , the applicationa ,were pending. 
s Ul!!lll8.il;7 
The case vas sel:C referred to social service seven days ai'ter the ad-
Diittance,. which had _ been on an em.ergency basis, during which the patient was 
in a blackout. He had found it. extremely traumatic to awaken in a psychia-
tric ward and was considering leaving against medical advice• Gessation of 
anxiety symptoma occurred when the w:> rker determined that he was to be put 
on an ulcer reg~~ This he willingq accepted, He had a twenty pel;" cent 
service connected disabilit;y for thie condition. The patient had experienced 
very severe early deprivations and was continu.al.4r in strife with his depen .... 
dency needs and strivings to overcome them and provide material things for 
his wi£e and two young children. 
The case worker helped the patient work through his many feelings abou 
treatment and illness. He then sought help in the area of fami:q relation-
ships and brought out his feelings of hostility toward his wite 1s dependency. 
Since there emerged the constellation of two dependent persons in competi-
tion, his wife was drawn into treatment; not, however, before some initial 
resistance on the part of the patient had been handled. In order not tore-
activate the competitive situation, a second worker was assigned to the wife • 
. The wife, partial.ly dependent because ot intellectual retardation, bad 
a new experience in being accepted as a person important enough to be con-
sulted about serioua grown-up things. She had s an e strengtha to respond to 
33. 
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this experience and displayed ability to form r elationships. The couple 
were seen in thirty interviews, twenty-six Ylith the veteran and four with his 
wife . Voc ational counseling enabled the patient to procure a job whtle 
still in the hospital. The couple accepted referral to the mental ~giene 
out-patient clinic after ·t.he worker had clarified some of the , otional com-
ponents of his disease ·~'Ti th ·t.he veteran. . e was dischargea after thirty 
days of hospitalization anti ient immediately onto his new job. 
Yv.it.hin the c se work relationship ·th~ workers utilized the supporti~we 
techniques elaborated upon in the case of patient A and mobili~ed crippl d 
ego and environment strengths as pointed up in the case of patient B. The 
vetera.."fl 1s worker was extremely permissive i n the area of ace pti.ng his re-
gressions and guilt as was the worker in case c. There was environmental 
manipulation as brought out in the case of patient D. This patient ' s worker, 
however, dealt with de,per emotional material than in any of the earlier 
presentations. Through clarification tlie patient gained understanding of 
some of his .feelings in which there was significant emotional coloration. 
For the fir st time, within this relationship, he could face the factor of 
the emotional component inherent in his illness, which had been so threaten-
ing that he could not tolerate being a psychiatric patient. Because of this 
process he vas able to mov-e forward to continuity of treatment. His iTife 
was helped in ~aining some limi~ed understanding of her husband's needs and 
she herselt lived a new experience arid ~cG11ted a nuw, more mature ro~e. 
Movement would indicate that there is a fav-orable prognosis for future de-
velopment of more mature attitudes. 
CHAPTER IV' 
Composition of Admissione to the Neuropsychiatric 
Service March 1, 19$0 to Februar.y 2ti1 19$1. 
The. 202 admissions to the Neuropsychiatric Service during the first 
year o£ activation were comprised of those veterans admitted with straight 
neurological disorders; with psychoneuroses, purely emotional in origin; vr.l..tl: 
neuroses accompanied by somatic symptoms; with organic changes, psychogenic 
in originJ and those who were admitted with a medical diagnosis, developed 
a psychiatric disorder and were discharged with the l atter diagnosis. For 
the purposes of this study two cla.ssif'ioations o:f diagnosis were useda 
Neurolo cical and Psychiatric. All the statistical data presented herewi.th 
pertains to the 202 Neuropsychiatric Service Admissions for its first year 
of operation. 
The descriptive information about the total Neuropsychiatric lfard 
population presented in the statistical study will give war of service, ser-
vice connection, diagnosis, length of service, age, marital status, whether 
previously hospitalized, inter-hospital transfers; length of hospitalization. 
Social Service activity wHl show referral source, type of service, 
number of interviews, by diagnostic class, war of service and service eon-
nection. 
The statistics will be studied to determine if Social Service referrals 
were more numerous during March - June 19.$0 when the psychiatric taam ap-
proaeh was used, to compare the amount of professional time and the type of 
service given the neuropsychiatric case to that. given the surgical case be-
cause the psychiatric case worker is responsible £or both Surgical and 
Neuropsychiatric Services, to ~termine what diagnosis and war of service 
received the most time and percentage of this grou.p not known to Social Ser-
vice , to compare number ot inter -hospital t r ansfer s known to Social Service 
with the total number of transters , to compare lex}gth of hospitalizati on to 
length of service 1 to compare lengt h ot' hospi tali~ation to service c onnec-
tion. Some conclusions will be drawn from the statistical study. 
TABlE I . 
Composition o! Admiss ions by Wa r of Service to the 
Neur opsychiatr ic Service in the Vet erans Administra-
tion Hos pital, Providence , Rhode I sland, f r om l~rch 
11 1950 t o February 28, 1951. 
War o£ Service 
Total 
Vv'Vli CG Othe Vflf_ II 
N'O. % No. % No. % 
202 100 76 37. 6 126 62. 4 
'l'abl e .I shows t hat Worl d War I I veter ans compr ised 62. 4 per cent of t he 
total admissions. 
TABLE II 
Composi t i on of Admissions by Service Connection 
TOTAL SERVICE COliNECTION 
Service on....Service 
Connected. Connected 
~1o. % No. % No. % 
202 100 34 16. 8 168 83. 2 
I t is t he vet eran1s riglYc to receive medical care under the Veter ans 
Administra tion regardless of service connection provided 1~ is unable to pay 
for it. A. statement to t his effect is incl uded on the application for~pi-
-_- =---· :=-----= --- ~-------____: - ~-==- ~==--=..:.==----===-::=::=: -=---- ---
talization. Since the Veterans Administration is not authorized to investi-
ate tt.IS validity of the veteran's statement, availability of beds remains 
the only l imiting factor in non-service connected casas . Provision for 
service connected cases is required. Nationwide, hospitalized patients 
with non-service connected disabilities are found in .a ratio o tvo to one 
over service connected.. Table II shows t hat in the .tir.:>t year of activation, 
non-::;ervice connected patients in the neuropsychiatric portion of t:1e patien 
l oad in the Providence Veterans Adruinist.ration Hospital, were in the ratio OI. 
almos·l; f i ve to one over service connected. 
TABlE Ill 
omposition of Admissions by Dia~osis 
DIAGNOSTIC CLASS -
TOTAL 
- No. - % · 
202 100 66 
Figures of October 1949 show the national level breakdown or neuro-
psychiatric hospitalizatio~ to be approximately eighty-five per cent 
psychiatric to fifteen per cent neurological. 'fable III reveals that in 
1950 the neurological percentage in the hovidence Veterans Administration 
Hospital was twice that of the national figure for the preVious yea.l'. 
8. Ray E. Kracke, M. D. The Medical Care of the Veter an, Reprint 
from Journal American Medical Association, August 1950, Vol. 143 #15 PP1.321-
13Jl. .. 
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TABLE IV 
Admissions by Age , i ar oi Service and 
Diagnosis 
WORLD WAR _I and Other : WORIJ) WAR II Total 
Years % 100 
Neurolo3ica Psychiatric 
· No. % No. % 
22- 26 16 
. 2-36 .3 ~ 
42-46 ll 
47 ... ';1 . 7 l 14;2 
?2- 56 . 42 20 47·1 -20 4' ·1 
?7.0~ 19 12 . 63.2 7 "36.tl 
o oo.·1 
o1-1~ 
72·70 :5 5 100 . 
Neurologica~ Psychiatric 
No. % 
11 68.15 
.5 l4.7 
.31 91.3 
17 6tj 
2 l H.a 
2 2H. 6 
* nother 11 used throughout in V ,Wot i t classifica t ion refers to four Spanish 
American War veterans. 
Ther e wa;:; an age spread o" fift.y-i'our years in the war d population . 
Forty-seven and fifty- six is the age br acket dividing the t~vo wars with 57 
of the group; a somewhat higher averat e than might have been expected; .; com-
prised of -w·orld War II veterans . The gr eatest concentration oi patients was 
in the 52-.56 year ol d gr oup. This is of inter est since Tabl e I shows that 
62. 4 per cent ere orld War II veterans. However, it is t o be noted that 
t he neJ t, age brackets showing the gr eatest incidence ar 27-Jl and 32-36, 
both made up of t he younger World ·bar II veterans . 
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TABlE V. 
Composition ot Aclmissions by Marital 
Status 
Total 
1!).8 64.2 
There seemed. to be a more s t able marital pictm"e within tt~ neurologi-
cal group than the psychiatric as evidenced by t larger percenta es of 
single, separated, and divorced in the psychiatric group. 
TABlE VI 
PreviousJ.¥ Hospitalized Patients 
Total 
From Table VI it was determined that the largest percentage of the 
patients having had previous Veterans Administration Hospital care was in 
the non-aerviee connected psychiatric group. 
TABlE VII 
Inter Hospital Transfel"8 
39. 
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It was determined that 79.8 per cent of the inter-hoapital transfera 
involved psychiatric diagnoaest This group, then• would comprise those 
patients who were admitted nth a medical or sursical diagnoais and de-
veloped emotional . difficulties serious enough to wa.;rant transfer to t.ha 
psyc~tric ward! 
· TABLE VIII 
:Length of Hospital Stay in All Classificationa 
HOSPITAL DAI& NO. PER ·· CENT 
TOTAL 202 100 
1 ... 10 26 . 12.87 
11- ~ 0 
2.1. - ~0 . ltf 
41 - ')0 lL 
. 51 - 00 _,;:J.4I 
Ol. - 70 
7J. ... ao 
QJ. - 90 b 
91 ... _100 
101 - 110 7 
lll ,.. 120 1 o.u -
121- 130 2 0.9 
.:1..31 - l40 
lU- JJ,O 
l.')l - ~00 l 
l< l- 170 . 5 
l l - l!:)O 2 0.99 
li l.- 190 
191 ... 200 . ,_ 
22(j - _2.34 4 
2.5H - 203 l . 0.99 
292 . 1 0.!&9 
360 
From Table Vlli it was determined that 102 patients, approximately 
fifty per cent, received from one to forty daye of hospitalization. 
40. 
41. 
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TABlE IX 
Comparison of Length of Hospitalization to Length of Se~ce. 
tenet!: WORLD WAR I and other WORLD WAR II 
ot ~r---~N~e~u~r~o~l~og~:i~~~~~-P~s~~~~c~hiaT· ~t~ri~c~~-N~· e~ur~· o~Jog~:i~L~~- ~~P~sy~cc~~hia~LT.~r~10~.~- --~ 
per- · Tot Avg. Tot Avg,. Tot Avg. Tot . Avg. 
vice No. Hos. Hos . Daa No. Hoe. Hos . nas No. Hos. Hos.Das No. Hoa. Hos.Das 
Mos. ~. naa . Per Pmt Pmtf Das~ Per Pmt Pmt .D~. Per Pmt. Fmts Das . PerPmt. 
'· 
o-6 1 . 6.)0 90e0 . :.2 .~ 19.$ 97.2 9 25.$ 28.4 
-12 .. ~ . ' 095 ()b~9 . . lO . 645 64.5 4 ~jlO JO . _tl 42ts '· .5 
ll'i-hb · 1 45 .I.!!>.. 12 440 Jo. 7 
~9-54 2 220 UO.O l ts5 ~5 .0 l 105 l Ot;, 715 [102.2 
7J-Ttl ) 479 79.9 
otal 41 3995 97. 4 35 ~94.3 tl4. 3 25 ll3b5 5!> . 4 11.01 14972 49.~3 
It was determined f rom t he statistics in Table IX that .. orld ~ar I 
[veterans averaged, a~;J would be expected, less time in the armed f orces. This 
~ame gr oup, however, aver aged longer hospitalization showing the effects or 
~hronicity on length o£ hospitalization. The effects of chronicity on length 
pf stay was also determined to have been a facto-r in the World 1 ar II patient 
~oup since the neurological patient aver aged the longer stay . The 1 or1d ~ar 
~I psychiatric gr oup, in which t here was no significant factor relating to 
~ength of service, averaged the least number of hospital days . This would 
~dicate that this group received early discharge after treatment. 
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TABLE X 
Comparison of Length of Hospitalization to Service Connection 
I 
1 Hospital Total All Wars All wara World War I and other World War II il 
r Se~ce non~e~cel~----r---------------~------------------------~-1: 
I Da11J Patientl Connected Connected Total. Service connection Total Senice Connection :1 
I Patient. Service 1 Non-sernce Patients Service Non-service · 1: 
No. % No. · % , Connected· Connected · Connected Connected !\ 
i .l - 10 26 o · 26 loo 1 7 19 19 II 
1 11 .;. 20 34 1 · 2.0.o 2J 79• + 1 1 ~· I 20 I !l 2l., - ,o . ltS b .33.3 l2 . oo. 4 4 l.4 b - ij - I 
i !~ - r,o 11 . 4 2ts.o 10 n.4 4 1 J.O 4 o 1 
i!lO.l. ... uo . 7 1 1.4 • .3 b tsr;. 7 2 2 5 1 4 . 
1 iJ. - 90 o .J. lo.7 , ~ ,.3 4 4 2 1 1 
i!ln" -120 l. 0 l. 100 ]. 
~.1 ·130 2 0 2 100 1 1 1 
~~ - . ~0 5 0 5 100 3 l z 
1 
fl'.l. - )0 l. 0 ~. 100 1 
~71 -lUO 2 0 2 100 1 l. 1 
~:>J. -170 5 1 · 2o.o 4 . ~o.o 4 4 1 
.t~l -190 . - . 
l. 
~ ~!:itr .• 2o3 2 o 2 100 2 2 
Total I 202 I .34 I lCjS lloo I J1_J.~ u IO I 1 r. 75 11 120 1 . · 3.3 
1 
2-
1 
1 
I · · 93 
==~=====iF==~~~~--~====================================== 
From the statistics in Table X it was determined that 83.2 per cent 
o£ the admissions were for non.service connected. disabilities and that the 
patients lr.i.th service connecte'd disabilities averaged few~r days ot 
hospitali&ation. 
Projecting into tbe future it is evident that under present admission 
policies, existing Veterans Administration i'aciltties will not accommodate 
World war II veterans as they break doltn with the diseases of middle age. 
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SOCIAL SERVICE COVERAGE . 
Social Service in the Veterans Administration consiats of medical 
and psychiatric social work• ·This service contributes to the medical 
and vocational rehabilitation programs through evaluation and treat-
ment of the social and envirolllDBntal factors and the feelings and viewJ 
. points which have bearing on the nature of illness ••••• 9.. . 
TABLE XI 
Social Serv~ce Coverage on the Neuropsychiatric Service ot 
the Ve~rana Administration Hospital, Providence , Rhode Is-
land from March l, 1950 :to l!'ebrua.ry 28, 1951 • . 
DIAGNOSTIC CLASS 
To tala 
Classification Neurological · . Psychiatric 
Total Referred 93 31 62 
war of SerVice 
w_.w.I & Other 3.0 l9 11 
W.Yl.II 6) 12 51 
Service Connec-
tion 
Ser-Con. 19 2 17 
~Jon...Ser. con 74 29 45 
Referral Source 
Physician 38 14 24 
Selt 27 $ 22 
Other 26 12 16 
Ty{le Servi.oe +v 
Continued 76 2.) !)1 
Immediate 17 6 11 
Number Interv1ea tmo 
-
379- 291 
9. Veterans Administration Technical Bulletin 10A-198 Aug. 1949 Par 
24. 
10. Veterans Administration Technical Bulletin lOA-32 April 1947 par 
12. A continued service case is one involving interviews or contacts in whic 
the worker plans for further a ctivity beyond the service provided in the firs 
interview. Thil will include further activities in connection with the pre-
paration of a social study or a report. An immediate service case is one in-
vol'Ying interviews or contac-ts in wb:lch no plan tor continuation o£ service 
is worked out between the soc;:ial. worker and the veteran. i'his will usua.J.q 
occur when the initial inteniew is also tb,e final interview. Even 1.t the in 
diVidUal returna to the · office with t.be same or a different problem the case 
will be conaidered immediate unt:U such time as the Y«>rker plans to giv fur-
ther case vmrk service through discussions with a ph,yeician or another agency 
or any other contact or through preparation of a report. 
-======,==~=========~-=-~~~=-=====================-~~--=-====================9P=====---
TABlE XII 
' 
I 
' <-
Comparison of Sources of Social Senice Referral s D\ll":lng Psyc hiat ric 1'. Team Oper ation and Non-Oper ation. 
I 
I I J 
I PSYCHIATRIC TEAM I N OPERATION PSYCHIATRIC TEAK NOT IN OPERATI ON II I March 1950 - June 1950 July 19)0 - Febru8.r;v .1951 II 
J' Total No. Social Service Referrals Total No . Social Service Referrals I 
I 
in Ward in Ward 
i 1t ox PlJ¥S1Cian Sell O't.ner r~ •. - % 0!' Pey:p.cian Self Other .. ·r 
No. % No. Total !r ~ ~ No• % No. TotaJ 'fo /<) " in No. No. of No • . in · No of No. at No. of 1 
Ward Ref 1d. Re.f 1d. aet•d. ·Ward · Ref'd. Ref 1d Ref 1dL 
'19 100 !U 54.4 22 51.2 9 20. 9 12 27.9 16 13 .:s6.o 16 
j, 
J.23 ~00 ~0 4.G. !, ~,2 . 0 32.0 1 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I II 
II I ,, I I 
I 
I 
I 
(h 
I . 
I 
I 
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DUring the first· foUl' months of activation of too l~europsychiatric 
Ward a psychiat:dc team was in operation. li'rom the statistics in Table XII 
it was determined that during this period soo.ial service was given to 54.4 
per canto£ the patients as compared to 40. 6 per cent i'or tbe rest of the 
year when there was no team in operation and social .senice did not parti-
cipate in evaluation of all patients. It was detewJ.ned that in the first 
period when there was Qlose collaboration between the physician and social. 
service the number of physician referred patients was $1. ·2 per cent ot aU 
referrals. In the latter period when there vas loss close collaboration 
the percentage of physician reterred patients dropped to 32.0 per cent. It 
was determined that the percentage of salt-referred cases increased from 
27.9 per cent of the total referrals in t.lJe first period to 36.0 per cent 
of the total in the latterJ the percentage of other l"eferrals, which in-
cluded other hospital departments arid outside s:.>urces, increased trom 27.9 
to .32 per cent, the same as the physician referred. 
TABlE XIII 
Social Service Activity in the Neuropsychiatric 
Service by Case Classi!ication and Number of Interviews . 
Tote.l ~otal pontin- Total linter ... I Inanediate Total Internew case• ~nter- ued IJ:nter- riews Interviews per 
~ewe pases views per , I Cases Imm. Cases Immediate 
JonteCGU366 ~ont. I case 
~~5·· 
No i No .. ~ N"o. % tlo. % . No. % No. % . 
' . 
J 00 aa6 ~00 76 81. 8 ~39 94.8 ll 11 18 •. 2 47 .>.2 2.8 
From tha statistics in Table XIII it was determined tl'l..at in the 9.3 
europsychiatri c cases 76 or 81. 8 per cerr{i were continued cases a..Yld tr-.at each 
ontinued case required an average of eleven interviews. The balance. or 18.2 
per cent were immediate cases and required 2. 8 interviews per case. 
~~==~==»==============~~==~~-============================================~====~=== 
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TABLE XIV 
Social Service Activity in the Sv~gical Serv+ce of the Veterans 
Administration Hospital, Providence, Rhode Island !rom March 1, 
1950 to February 281 19~1 by Cas?. Classification and Number of 
Interviewo • 
Total. Total. con- Tota~ Inter .. Total 
Interviews 
Immediate 
Cases 
Iritervleii 
per 
Immediate 
Case 
caeee Inter- tinued 
views Cases 
-
No • . % No. % No. % 
188 100 116~ 10( 93 49 •. .5 
Inter ... 
vimvs 
Cont. 
Cases 
No. % 
942 81. 0 
views ' Dmnediate 
par Casas 
Cont •. 
r ase. 
No. % . No. % 
From the statistics in 'fable XIV it was deter mined that i n · the 188 
surgical ~ases 93 or 49 .5 per cent were continued cases, and U1at ach con-
tinued case r equired 10.1 interviews . rrhe balance, or 50..5 pei' cent were 
immedia"t,e cases and required 2. 3 int.er.riews per case ,. 
The social case worker responsible for Neuropsychiatric Service is 
also responsible for Surgical Service. From a comparison of t t statistics 
presented in Tables XIII and xr~ it was determined that during the period 
studied, t he neuropsyc.hiatric patient r equired more p:rofessional time than 
did the surgical patient. The percentage of continued cases was gr .ater, 
as was the percentage of interviewing time per case., It is to be concluded 
t hat if Social Service coverage is to be extended in the neuropsychiatric 
service as requested by the peysician, _ the professional time required will 
demand the undivided skUls of one worker. 
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I 
TABLE IV 
Social Service Activity by Diagnosis and Vlar f:!l Service 
II 
I 
I 
II 
rl 
~============;:=========II 
l lllQ.DTT"I AR I AND OTUt;'D lliQRLD WAR 'II II 
_______ -_. _~ ________ .-· ~· ~~------------------------~-----------"-----.---------------- 11 
NEUROIDGICAL PSYCHI.A.TRIC II ~'EUROIDGICAL 
Total 
· Cases 
I 
!No % 
6. loo 
I 
Known 
to 
soc.ser 
No. % 
19 46.4 
Not 
Known 
to 
soc.ser. 
No % 
22 53.t 
PSYCHIATRIC 
Total. 
Case 
No. p 
35 100 
Known 
to 
Not. 
· Known 
to 
Soc.Ser Soc.Ser. 
No · % · No. . f, 
11 31. ~ 24 68.6 
NO~ . Not il 
Total · Known Known Total · Known Known 1 
Cases to , to Case1 . to . to ~I 
Soc.SeJ .soc.s er • Soc.se .soc. StV· 
· N • % No. % . No. % No % .. No % No % i\ 
I 
25 · 100 12 48. 13 52. 1011oc . 51 5o.~ 5o 49.~ 
1: 
II 
t; 
• 
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From the statistics in Table XV it was determined that Social Ser-
vice was most active within the World \','ar II psychiatric group. Forty-nine 
and one-half per cent however 1 of the group v.-ere not known to Social Service. 
The greatest potential, of course, has its source in orld War II veterans 
and planning f or future case work needs is an area of respoMibility within 
~he field of psychiatric social work• 
TABlE XVI 
Inter-Hospital Transfers Known and Unknown 
to Social Service. 
Total Known to Not Known to 
Social Service Social Service 
.. . 
No. No. %~ No. % 
79 100 28 .)$.4 .$1 64.6 
Illness of sufficient severity to require ho pitalization is a trau-
matic experience in any individual's life • . Additional anxiety is engendered, 
both within the patient and his fami:cy, ii', after admission to dical or 
Surgical Service he finds himself a transfer to the psychiatric ward which is 
referred to as the "nut" ward by the patients . It ia to be speculated that 
the social worker vould render effective service in this area. Table XVI 
shows that only 35.4 of such transfers were known to Social Service .. 
so. 
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CHAPTER V. 
Summary and Concluaiou 
In this thesis the author has studied five case work situations en-
countered in the hospital setting to determine the possibilities for case 
work treatment in helping the neuropsychiat.ric patient attain his maximum 
potential adjustment. The composition of admi.ssj,ons to the Neuropsychiatric 
Service during the first year of its activation was studied to determine 
tP,e extent of Social Service activity in the unit• to what classifications 
it was extended, and wherein there existed possi bilities for treatment in 
extengion ot function. The composition of admissions was also studied to 
determine some descriptive inf'ormation about the total ward population dur-
ing that period. 
A description of the hospital was given with particular reference 
to the l~europsycbiatric Service and the Social Service Department. 
The cases presented in the study were drawn .from the author t s own 
experience.- Statistic_al sampling was not involved because of the smaU 
number of cases. The cases were selected to illustrate case work activity 
in five different situations presenting that many different diagnoses . 
Neuropsychiatric patients are burdened with anxiety and confusion 
and uncertainty about the future. Many who have been hospitalized several 
times or whose hospitalization has been of long duration have found security 
in the hospital setting and feel very threatened at the thought of l eaving. 
However, in no one ot the case presentations did the patient see himselt 
as separated .from his environment and the significant people therein while 
he was hospitalized. 
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In order to help the patient t tain his maximum potential adjustment 
the Gocial worker must have a dynamic understanding of hi inner forces and 
capacities and i'ocus on relating t hem to his external world o£ reality. The 
extent of the worker ' s activity mus t necessarily be delineated by the pa..-
tien·t; 1 s needs, his ca.paci tie Iii, his resources and his mot;i.va tions. 
The common element found in all o£ the case studies was the esta.b-
lishment of t he patient worker relationship which implemented movement to-
ward treatment goals. 
I n general the cases appear ed to r evolve around (l) clarification of 
eaotional problems and post hospital treatment plana as brought out in the 
cases of patiente C and E, ( 2) environmental manipulation and work in tbe 
area o£ fami]¥ :relationships as in the cases of patients D, B, and E, (.3) 
problems of hospital discharge and f uture planning as in patients A and D. 
Common to all was the supportive treatment the workers endeavored 
always to supply. At the outset in each relationship, both with patients 
and relatives, the worker attempted to help them express their .eelings about 
the situation by displaying warm and friendly interest. The case work rela-
tionShip has many elements of a parent-obild relationship in that the worker 
rovides the warmth, acceptance, understanding, and support that the good 
other provides the child. The same development encouraged in the child ia 
resent in this relationahip1 and in many instances the patient is helped 
to gain increased sel.f'-confidence and courage through this. 
In all the case situations the patients and relativee were ~ 
ouraged to face the future realistically, and where ever possible ego struc-
ure was reinforced by help in planning realistically for the future~ Little 
success was had in this area with patient A since he continued ~th inaP-
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propriate vocational aspiratione. 
With patients C and E the workers lltilized clarification when the 
patients were ready to aceept discussion of the emotional components of 
their respective diseases and theee.ffect . the emotions have on body dysfunc-
tion. Both were enabled to seek further treatment. ·with Patient E the 
worker recognized and met dependency cu!d need for love. He was supported in 
his desire to prove himself a man, but at the same time was encouraged 
to accept outside help for himself and his family. Patient c was given an 
opportunity to discharge his hostility in an atmosphere of acceptance, s~ 
pat~ and tolerance. 
In an understanding and accepting relationship the llife of patient 
B felt .free to express pent up fears about her husband's Ulness and baby's 
welfare . The way to scientif'ie help was opened to her and she availed her-
self of it and found aUeTiation of the fear she had been living with. 
In environment manipulation the worker must gain a true picture ot 
what ·strains exist and what strains thE;: pa~cient thinks exist and hia atti-
tudes taward them. Frequently strains exist because ot lack of understanding 
on the part o.f relatives. Out of t he. case work relationship often comes 
greater cooperation on the part of families , which helps in the total treat-
ment of the pat.ient. Thi s was seen to be true in the case of patient D. 
In the study of the composi tions of admissions it was determined that ! 
social service coverage during the 'irst year of activation -was somewhat. 
controlled by the reality factor 0.1 limited start:, and that there ie a neecl 
for additional s~f. However, it was also determined that a greater per-
centage of coverage was given when an evaluation process of t he patients 
was carried on rl th the physician. I t is to be concluded that the most 
I 
I 
I 
I 
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effective use of available professional time can be made when a psychiatric 
team is i'unctioning together. The social worker, in the evaluation process, 
can early identify those patients who most need and can best use Social Ser-
vice and .ho therefore should have priority. It was determined that t 1ere 
was an untouched area of potential effective case work vdt~ inter-hospital 
transfers to tl~ neuropsychiatric ward. 
It was also dete.rmined that case work on the Neuropsychiatric Ser-
vice required more professional time per case than did case work on Surgical 
Service, which service is also carried by the neuropsychiatric social worker 
case v ork in the hospital setting has some special qualities . 
Usually t he pa·tients are referred by someone else and do . not themselves come 1 
seeking social service• Therefore they do not understand social. s ervice 
and in the beginning are likely to associate it with the authority of the 
hospital administration. In the hospital setting the case work relation-
ship is not diluted by daily community living activities as with the client 
seen in an agency setting. Still another difterence ·exists in that the 
case -v1orker is a member of a team and works in collaboration with other 
trea t ments toward helping the patient attain his maximum potential adjust-
ment, the oal of all the discipUnes., 
Arzr;_((. ~ --k-
Rl<"C&la--rd 'K. Conan'~; 
Dean 
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